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B&GUnion
Gains New
, Agreement
by Jan Gimar
- The service employees union
chose to accept an administration-
proposed contract last Wednesday.
The contract, covering almost
$80,000 in wage increases and
benefits, will be signed early this
week, according to Harry 0. Bart-
lett, director of personnel, and Wil-
ford Chabotte, assistant chief
steward of the union.
All employees of Buildings and
Grounds, excluding those in super-
visory, clerical, part-time, or sea-
sonal positions, will be covered by
tie contract.
Wage hikes will range from 20 to
60 cents per hours, although this
does not meet the Union's original
demands. Janitors will now receive
a minimum of $2.20 per hour in-
stead of the $3.70 demanded;
groundsmen $2.25 instead of $4.52;
skilled help (carpenters, painters,
and electricians) $2.85 to $4.13in-
stead of $4.60 to $5.18. Maids will
be paid $2.00 instead of $3.40 but
still received one of the largest
Increases.
Fring benefits include expanded
vacations, nine paid holidays, 15
days sick leave per year, Blue
Cross, medical insurance life in-
surance of $1000 per $1000 of
earnings, and partial insurance
of dependents. Children of em-
ployees can receive full College
tuition for four years.
Time and a half for work past
eight hours a day, 40 hours a week,
or for a sixth working day is grant-
ed. Double time will be paid to those
working a seventh day. Compensa-
tion for jury duty and time off for
personal business or a death in the
family are other benefits. -
Another provision of the con-
tract puts the employees in a
"modified union shop." Chabotte
explained that any new employee
will be required to join Local 573
of the Service Employees Inter-
national Union, AFL-CIO. Those
presently employed will have an
option tc join or not.
Commenting on the agreement,
(Continued on Page 2)
Demonstrators fill Constitution Avenue on their way to the Washington
Monument during Saturday's march. (Markovitz Photo)
Lockwood Plans Answer
To Committee's Report
President Lockwood will respond
to the report of the ad hoc com-
mittee on the Plummer incident this
week.
On Monday, Lockwood said he
received two "commentaries"
from parties involved in the pro-
ceedings, but refused to identify
them. "They don't call for any-
thing," he said, "because there
were no findings."
According to Lockwood, "they
were not appeals in the strict
sense."
The President is expected to
comment on all the committee's
recommendations, including one
calling for an office of ombuds-
man.
"Any device that will improve
communications between students
and faculty is worth-considering,"
Lockwood said last week in ref-
erence to the ombudsman. The
committee's recommendation,
Senate Enacts- New TC.G
Adjudicative Proposals
The Senate Sunday night approved
the TCC's adjudicative process
proposal as a constitutional amend-
ment, replacing the now-defunct
Medusa clause.
The Senate also passed a resolu-
tion calling for an open hearing on
the housing question, Deans Fuller,
Salisch and Graf to be present.
Tim N. Wallach !72, chairman
of the Senate, said that it was Ms
impression that Associate Dean for
Community Life Salisch would not
encourage co-ed floors in the dor-
mitories. The Senate passed a mo-
tion In favor of the implementation
of co-ed floors.
Also, the College was asked to
reimburse students who areforced
to live off-campus because of hous-
ing shortages for any difference in
costs, upon review of the adminis-
tration and the students involved.
A special faculty meeting, to
consider the approval of the new
Judicial system, will be held on
Monday. The administration must
also approve the new system.
President Lockwood and Deans
Fuller and Salisch are in favor
of the new proposal. However,
Senate Vice-President Steven H.
Keeney noted that a "one man, one
vote" system will be used in the
administration poll, with all ad-
ministrators having an equal voice
in the matter.
The new judicial system provides
for a nine-member board with equal
representation from all of the Col-
lege's constituent bodies. Cases
pertaining to only one constituency
will be heard by a panel of mem-
bers of that constituency.
A three-member Board of Orig-
inal Disposition representing all
constituencies will act as an indict-
ment panel and will direct cases
to either the all-college panel or
to a single-constituency panel. The
associate dean for community life
will serve as the administration
representative and as chairman of
the panel.
however, grew out of student frus-
tration with the administration.
Lockwood said he is studying
the ombudsman with Samuel Hen-
del, visiting professor in govern-
ment at the College. Hendel is
ombudsman at the City Univer-
sity of New York.
Dean of the Faculty Robert W.
Fuller said that Hendel "makes
a good case" for an ombudsman.
"The problem," said Fuller, "is
that students don't know where to
go with their complaints. I feel
that the main point of the ombuds-
man is to direct a person to the
exact place to get them resolved.
Fuller said the ombudsman
should be elected by the faculty
with close consideration given to
student opinion. In its report, the
committee asked that trie ombuds-
man be chosen by "four students
designated by the Trinity Coali-
tion of Blacks, two students desr
ignated by the Senate who are not
members of the TCB, one member
to be designated by the faculty,
and one member of the Community
Life staff to be appointed by the
President."
The ombudsman, Fuller contin-
ued, should understand the blacks'
problems at the College. "If he
is a black man," Fuller remarked,
"that would be a plus point."
George Higgins, college coun-
selor and associate professor of
psychology, was startled that a
school the size of the College
should need an ombudsman. "We
should all be ombudsmen," Higgins
insisted, "people should pay more
attention to people and less
attention to details."
"I'm not sure whether there is
a need," said Associate Dean for
community Life Marc S. Salisch,
"but if people want it and it win
help, I'm for it. Certainly there is
merit in exploring the possibility."
Grading Survey
There will be a survey
conducted by the student-faculty
Grade Committee today.
The questionnaire will be
distributed through the campus
mails.
250,000 Join March
In Nation's Capital
250,000 peaceful demonstrators
marched from the Capitol to the
Washington Monument Saturday,
demanding the rapid withdrawal of
United States forces from Vietnam.
Following a rally at the Monu-
ment, about 10,000 protestors sur-
rounded the Justice and Labor
Department buildings, breaking
windows and tossing paint bombs.
Police dispersed the crowd with
tear gas.
The Washington rally was the
largest of many demonstrations
throughout the world, both pro-
testing and supporting President
Nixon's Vietnam policy:
*In San Francisco, thousandsjoined a march through the city
to a rally in Golden Gate Park,
sponsored by more than 80 peace
organizations,
•Paris police arrested 2,500
persons who attempted to organize
a demonstration. The French gov-
ernment will not permit street
protests in support of United
States peace movements.
•Berlin, Rome, London, and Syd-
ney, Australia saw quiet antir
war demonstrations.
*One thousand marched along
the Grand Concourse in the Bronx,
New York in support of Nixon.
Some carried signs reading, "Si-
lent majority says thumbs up
America," and "Wanted for Trea-
son: Goodell, Javits, Halfbright,
Goldberg, T. Kennedy, McGovern,
O'Dwyer and Ryan."
During the Washington march,
the President was in the White
House discussing the war with top
advisers. After the talks, Nixon
aides would say nothing about the
President's reaction totheprotest.
Senators Charles Goodell,
George McGovern, and Eugene Mc-
Carthy spoke at the afternoon rally.
"There are some leaders today,"
said Goodell, "who, instead of low-
ering their voices, are raising stri-
dent calls to the flag, topatriotism,
against communism. Theyareeven
using the age-old device of imput-
ing disloyalty to those in dissent."
McGovern stated, "Let no Amer-
ican — no teacher, no student, no
preacher, no politician, no jour-
nalist, no television commentator
— be frightened out of his consti-
tutional rights by those who preach
repression and intimidation."
"We meet not in impudence or
violence," he added, "but inhumtl-.
ity and grace . . . We seek an
America with the sense of propor-
tion and priority that inaugurated
our constitution . . . That docu-
ment . . . should be our constant
inspiration ~ freedom of religion,
speech press, the right of the
people peacably to assemble and to
petition the government for a re-
dress of grievances."
"If there is a. silent majority,"
said McCarthy, "it is a challenge
to American democracy. On an
issue as grave as that of Viet-
name, the majority should not be
silent after four years of growing
military involvement."
"52,000 Western Union tele-
grams and a telephone poll do not
establish what the silent majority
believes," McCarthy concluded, al-
luding to reactions to Nixon's
November 3 television speech.
Black comedian Dick Gregory
told the throng, "This gathering
says to tyrants all over the world
that we are going to see there will
be no war."
Lottery Bill
Faces Senate
Late in Week
The Nixon Administration's draft
lottery bill will reach the Senate
floor late this week.
The Armed Services Committee
chaired by John C. Stennis of
Mississippi, unanimously reported
the bill to the Senate after a short
hearing Friday. Selective Service
officials told the committee that
the system could be implemented •
by February 7.
If approved, the bill would repeal
a 1967 ban on random draft selec-
tion. Men would be eligible for
selection during either their 19th
year, or the year after their col-
lege graduation. At the moment,
men must face the draft possi-
bility for seven years.
The House of Representatives
has already passed the measure.
Approval of the Senate committee
virtually assures Nixon of his first
legislative victory while in office.
Salisch Calls Identieard
'Result of Consultation'
The decision to order an identi-
card security system "was the
result of a great deal of consul-
tati6n with women students," ac-
cording to Associate Dean for
Community Life Marc S. Salisch.
All alternate security proposals
pose "more restriction or sub-
stantially less security or sub-
stantially more cost," Salisch said
in a TRIPOD interview Monday.
Denying the rumor that the Com-
munity Life staff placed the
$3,600 order for 11 identicard
machines without first consulting
students, Salisch said that a joint
recommendation in favor of the
system was made by the girls'junior advisors and the Women's
Advisory Council (WAC).
In a recent poll of nearly 100
women taken by senator Robert H.
Osher '71 only five residents were
in favor of the system. Many ex-
pressed strong disapproval calling
the system "too restrictive" and
an "unnecessary inconvenience,"
Since meeting with several ad-
ministrators more than a week ago,
the Senate Executive Council has
attempted to get a hold on the order
so that more acceptable security
proposals might be considered.
The Senate passed a resolution
Nov. 9 stating that it "cannot
permit the installation of an identi-
card system inthewomen'stiorrai-
tories."
Salisch indicated that the present
order would not be delayed unless
a better proposal could first be
agreed upon by the students
involved.
One of the more popular alternai
tives cited by those responding to
Osher's poll wanted only one door
in the dormitory left unlocked
(Continued on Page 2)
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On Target
Still a Men's School
I couldn't help but notice a letter
to the editor In a past Issue of the
TRIPOD from one of our nameless
coeds decrying the treatment which
the males of Trinity College are
according their female counter-
parts. She complained that aside
from opening doors and politely
answering questions most Trinity
men Ignored them. This is an un-
fortunate situation but one which
Is eminently justified.
The Administration, when it an-
nounced to the students, without
first consulting them, that the Col-
lege was to become coeducational,
listed a whole range of beneficial
conditions which would instantly
turn the school into a lush oasis
of culture, intellectualism, and so-
cial equality. As is usual with the
Administration, their flowing rhe-
toric and stirring invocations of
paradise have considerably over-
stated the reality that has devel-
oped, This is quite understandable
because when one Is trying to
linguistically surpass the Dean next
door, very little time Is left for
consideration of tilings practical.
The way In which the Administra-
tion attempted to whip up enthusi-
asm for its bright new idea was
especially amusing. What better
way, it was thought, than to have
a referendum so that the students
could tell the Administration what
the Administration had already de-
cided they were getting:. The result
of the poll, which would have caused
the death of George Gallup had he
been present, yielded a majority
for coeducation. However, what
most people failed to mention was
that a majority of people voted
against the technique presently em-
ployed which Is, admitting females
In the freshman class. This was
conveniently Ignored since It con-
flicted with the Grand Design.
A year has gone by and that
great Renaissance which was
promised and which students were
told they were in need of has yet
to dawn on the horizon. Based on
classroom experiences, which, of
course, are no match for the Ad-
ministration's textbook theories,
argument after argument which
war. put forth in favor of coeduca-
Union
(Continued from Page 1}
Chabolte said that the employees
were satisfied "as a group." All
but five members voted to accept
the contract. He said, however, "the
people that should have gotten the
money didn't," explaining that those
on the lowest pay scales got the
highest increases while reaises for
those on higher scales were less.
Chabotte said that when the con-
tract Is re-negotiated next year,
there will be a greater demand
for "money in the pockets rather
than benefits."
by Alan Marchisotto
tion has been destroyed. Students
were told that females would pro-
vide academic competition. In fact
most men complain about the un-
impressive academic performance
of the females. This is under-
standable since the College, in Its
rush to become fully coeducational
in two short years, could hardly
afford to be selective In its recruit-
ment, Students were told that they
would receive the benefit of the
female point of view. If there is any
benefit, it has yet to be articulated
much less demonstrated. About the
only time there is any activity In
the female sections of the class-
room is when another girl walks
in and the rest spend fully five
minutes mentally sizing her up as
possible competition, and not in
an academic sense. Finally, stu-
dents were told that here was the
panacea for the social ills, real
or imagined, of Trinity College.
As one coed wrote to the Tripod,
"Unfortunately, the coeds here are
encountering an unexplained cold-
ness on the part of ghe guys."
Perhaps it is because they really
don't belong here. Additionally, the
old dungaree and sweatshirt uni-
form, especially when it isaccom-
palned by that Judy Friendly let's
be revolutionaries together per-
sonality, Is hardly geared to
quicken the pulse. The message Is
even less attractive when delivered
in one of those picturesque vari-
ations on the Brooklyn accent. One
campus observer, who shall re-
WE
Salisch
(Continued from Page 1)
where a guard would be posted,
Salisch said that this would "re-
strict everyone" and would cost
over $6,000 annually.
Salisch said that the machines
would be delivered in a couple
weeks, but would be activated only
at the girls' request. The College
"started getting pressure from
several girls" and wanted to make
some form of security available,
he saw.
The Trinity Tripod
is published twice each weak
except during vacations by
tile students of Trinity
College.
S t u d e n t
suhsaiptiinn are included in
i.'c/iriries fee; others S,H,50
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main nameless, has described our
girls as a combination of gum chew-
Ing teeny boppers, academic cast-
offs from neighboring schools, and
well traveled but disappointed
members of the mixer circuit. This
may not be true but it is an imago
that Is becoming increasingly cur-
rent as time goes on. What It
comes down to Is tliat the girls
need a collective face lift insofar
as their image is concerned. Or
perhaps they would just look bettor
from a distance.
No doubt many coeds viewed their
coming to Trinity as a husband
hunting opportunity too good to
turn down. But Just as they may
want to perform at a coeducational
Institution, there are many people
here who do not. Trinity is still a
men's school and It should be.
Men will still take their hallowed
road trips because there is no more
reason to stay on campus now than
there ever was. Some coeds threat-
ened to leave and enroll at Hoi yoke
or Smith. They no doubt grossly
overestimate their abilities. If by
some chance this should be possi-
ble, innumerable Trinity students
would no doubt be delighted to pro-
vide transportation, one way of
course. The girls wouldn't even
have to pay for the gasoline. At
the very least, we would be spared
WAC's, virile females, cannibal-
istic social competition, and that
i loudly trumpeted feminine point of
I view.
TUESDAY, NOVISMHKK 18
4:00 p.m., Concert Choir Kulmar-
sal, Garmany Hall
4:00 p.m., Crown InvtJ.stttitMit
I.oar.uo, Alumni Luuni;o
5:15 p.m., Christian Kullow.shltt,
Souato ltin.
0:30 p.m., HevitaliKitloit
S. 40
7:30 p.m., TrJnlty-VasNar
Heliearsal, Goodwin Tii
A.A.C,
8:00 p.m., Arclmologirul K
Hartford Chapter "Ancient h'
Between Kast and West" - Prof,
Bernard v, Bathmer, Brooklyn
Museum, Alutttiti Louiigu
10:30 p.m., Compline, Cliapel
WEDNESDAY, NOVKMBJvK 10
10:00 a.m, - 4:00 p.m., c*rudtjcito
School Interviews. Hoslon Col-
lego, Law School, Alumni Lounijo
Noon, The EuctiarLst, CIISIIMJI
Noon, Football HluhllKlits, Semite
Km.
4:00 p.m., TCC, Wean Lounge, M.H,
8:00 p.m.. Community Seminar
Series "Now Approachus t« He-
JuvonaUiiB Hartford" - Leo Mol-
inaro, AmtH'Uuui CltyCoti*,, Mc-
C'ook Auditorium
10:00 p.m., Film: "Point Wank"
Qnestudio, Krlefolo Ami,
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20
Graduate School Interviews
9:00-4:00, Tuck School of Busi-
ness, Senate Rm.
10:00-3:00, Northeastern Univ.,
Actuarial Science, Elton Lounge
5:15 |>,ut,, Christian Fellowship,
SuiUitu Hni,
7:30 ii.in,, Iitstt'Uimmtul HuhcHr.sal,
ciuritttuiy Hull
1:30 p.m., Kail SpwUs Uiimor,
MtUlwr WnlitK Hall
10:80 ii.ui., 'ntfi KudmrlHt, (.'IW
LETTERS to the editor
'the hand'
To the Editor:
Power moves in the path of
least resistance. And from the
administration's viewpoint the
Trinity Band is a muddy trail which
It can bomb out of existence by the
force of a yawn. During the
Wesleyan game for the first time
In about seven years the Band was
to perform at half-time. Plans
were made two months ago. Two
days before the game word came
from the Director of External Af-
fairs that an appearance by the
band would make the occasion intol-
erably frivolous. I will not argue
that point: the Wesleyan game is
known to be a solemn pilgrimage,
attended by a crowd of orderly
penitents, out of a masochistic urge
to have a bad time. True — many
people leave their seats to get a
hot dog during half-time. But those
few still In the stands, who might
happen to notice a five minute band
show, would perhaps be unfairly
tempted to let go a small giggle
or maybe even an audible chuckle
(that is, if the band was successful).
Besides, this year, the whole
tone of the Homecoming Weekend,
for the vast majority of the campus
who elected to hold it, was one of
prayer and repentence. No one was
drunk Saturday night, and the fra-
ternities unanimously elected to
serve only milk and hot chocolate
at their cocktail parties. I went
Into my dormitory room and was
surprised to find that none of my
roommates were going to the con-
cert, but Instead were praying on
the floor. The band was allowed to
go through with part of their pro-
gram. But think what a difference
if this innocent and easily corrupti-
ble student body had been forced
to listen to five whole minutes,
more of frivolity.
This year the band has upwards
of thirty members. As such it is
one of the larger extra-curricular
groups on campus. It has increased
in size and enthusiasm over the
last few years. Yet it is treated
by certain members of the admin-
istration as respectfully as one
treats a dead cat In the middle of
the road. Kick it aside, run it over.
It can't complain.
Unlike the eat. hov/ever, the band
can complain. This sanieseeiiunoi'
the Administration threatens to
sake away its coiiiluc;ti.>r. Without.
Mr. Hastings the baud will
definitely be killed. But this is the
only way to kill It.
David Banash'72
'insignificant critique*
To the Editor:
After reading Mr. Bright's
article last week concerning the
latest poetry by James Merrill, I
felt rather annoyed that someone
so supposedly active In poetic cir-
cles on campus would compose such
an insignificant CRITIQUE. When
a critic is writing a subjective
essay but cloaks his personal
sentiments in objective terms, then
his commentary should be con-
sidered about as reliable as a
broken gauge or scale. No matter
how renowned a given poet maybe,
one must never take him merely
at his word. If he truly Is worthy
of his title, Ms acumen will be
demonstrated by the objectivity of
his criticism.
Mr. Bright made statements such
as the following: "James Merrill's
fifth collection of verse . . . Is
unquestionably the finest poetry he
has written so far. Both in Its struc-
tured organization and many of the
invidivual poems THE FIRE
SREEN is exquisitely beautiful,"
"Virtuousity itself does not create
good poetry; it is one of the vast
assortment of techniques...which a
poet must learn and master."
" . . . the wonderfully juxtaposed
images of the second half of this
poem show Merrill at his best. . ."
"Merrill's range of subject and
style is much wider than I have
perhaps led the reader to believe
so far." and " . . . a poem .
whose perfect lines portray beauti*.
fully a late-summer fishing trip off
the coast of Greece."
The first assertion would be ac-
ceptable, if Ms one reason, namely
"structured organization," was
somehow substantiated later. Nev-
ertheless the generalization is
made and subsequently lost amid
the rather rambling vagaries of the
author. The second semantic TOUR
DE FORCE (virtuousity) is indeed
clarified by what follows, but to no
avail. For by attempting to eluci-
date his initial position, the author
reveals that he knows uot the mean-
ing of the word. "Virtuousity" is.
if we can trust Webster and the
etymologists, Is URL' tecisimnie, not
"one of the vast assortment of tech-
niques" proposed by Mr, Bright,
His third value-judgment comes
before his initial quotation (see
above), "Juxtaposed Images" are
not In themselves standards of
poetic excellence. Consequently,
upon reading such a statement, one
would expect to discover the origin
of this "wonder." No explanation,
however, Is offered, The next
declaration becomes almost absurd
in light of the author's preceeding
slip-ups. When has he ever con-
sidered "style"? To be sure, we
are given two themes on which to
ruminate, an attempt at discussing
imagery and an Illusion to a "long,
uneven ballad" (apoetic form which
is both short and structured!). One
is not once treated to a useful dis-
cussion of figurative language,
form or rhythms. And, finally, to
top it all off, we are given to be-
lieve that a poem (not cited) con-
tains "perfect lines"!
These five examples are perhaps
the most blatant in the article,
although several more instances
of fallacious or incoherent argu-
ment could be given. Mr. Bright's
article, I feel, presents a fairly
dim picture of the appreciative and
critical capabilities of the Trinity
College poet. Thus, even though a
great number of students may al-
ready disregard articles of literary
interest, I would ask the Tripod not
to alienate all its readers.
Vaughn P. M. Keith '72
'little hoys'
To the Editor:
It is our opinion that Trinity
should admit more men into this
institution — and fewer "little
boys." Within the past week it
has been our "misfortune" to have
our umbrellas stolen from Mather
Hall and Hamlln, You can well
imagine the demise this creates
in the midst of a downpour. How-
ever, we realize that our predica-
ment may be fortunate in a sense!
Alas, unlike those who have pre-
viously succumbed to this fate
we recognize ourselves as sec-
ondary targets for these '"little
boys." Obviously, that evening
there musn't have been any elderly
ladies at hand wStii ..•anes' ripe for
plucking!
Neil J. Holland »72
Gar - it, .OibW#»?i.
, NOVKMHKK 21
VACATION tMUNii AI-'TKR LAST
SUNDAY, JKOVKMHKH 30
H:00 p.m., Film: "Gold WKuwrs of
1933", CJlnt'.stutHo, KrliilJlo A.
MONDAY DKCLMHKK 1
CLAS-iKS HKStjME
0:00 a.m.- fcOO p.m., tiratluato
School Interviews, N, V. School
Of Husiuoiis, Suiiatc Room
4:00 p.m., Ctmt.-csrt Ctiutr Ktiheur-
sal, GsiriHtmy Hall
Spec i a l H o u r s During
Thanksgiving Vacation
MATHKH HALL
Saturday & Sunday, November 22
& 23 - fsulldlug clouted
Monday, Nov. 24 - Wtiiluosduy,
Nov, EC - OJKJII 'J:UO a.m. -
4:30 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 21 -Samr.lay, Nov.
20 - iHiHdlng cloyed
Sunday, Nyv. 30 - Open 12:00 noon
» 11:00 p.m.
FOOD KACIMTIKS
CAVE eiose« at 10:00 p.m., Fr i -
day, Nov. 21
reopens 10:00 a.m. -8:00p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 30
MATHKR DINING HALL
closes 0:30 p.m., Friday, Nov.
21
reopens 5:00 p.m., Sunday,
Nov. 30 for evening meal
HAM LIN HALL closes 1:15 p.m.,
Friday, Nov, 21
reopens 11:45 a.m., Monday,
Dec. 1
BOOKSTORE
Closed Saturday, Nov. 22
Open Monday, Nov, 24,
9:00 a.m, - 3:00 p.m.
'rues, and Wed,, Nov. 25 & 26,
0:00 a.m. - -1:00 p.m.
Closed Thurs., Nov. 2? -Sun,,
Nov. 30
POST OFFICE
Closed Saturday, Nov. 22
Open Monday - Wednesday,
Nov. 24 - 20, 8:30 a.m. -
4:00 p.m.
Closed Thursday, Nov. 27 --
Sunday, Nov, 30
GAME ROOM
Closed Thursday, Nov. 20
10:00 p.m.
Reopens Mbitday, Dec. I
BOWLING LANKS
Closes Thursday, Nov. 20
10:00 p.m.
Reopens Monday, Dec. 1
INFIRMARY
Closes i:00 p.m., Friday, Nov. *
21
Reopens 8:00 a.m., Monday Dec
1
Dr. Izard on call for emergen-
cies 240-53GO
LAUNDRY
Saturday, Nov. 22, 10:00 a.m. -
1:00 p.m.
Monday, Nov. 24 - Wednesday,
Nov. 20. 11:00 a.m, -5:00 p.m!
Thursday. Nov, 27-Sunday Nov
30, closed
AUSTIN ARTS CKNTKH
Monday « Wednesday, Nov. 24 - 20
0:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Regular Hours resume on Dec l"
Mon.
LIBRARY
FritUn, .Saturday, Nov. 2i
8:30 a.it;. - l:3u p,*a. • \
Sunday, Nov, 23 - cla»<J
-Mwiduy *- Wednesday, Nov.
8:30 a.m. - 4s30 P*m>
Thursday, Nov. 2? - closed
Friday, Saturday, Nov. 88
tt:30 a.m. - 4:30, p.m,
•.Sunday, Nov. 80, &«)
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. Richard Markovltz
Richard Markovitz
It's Like
Peace Is
Respectable
by Richard Klibaner
The two stories that follow are personal accounts of what this
TRIPOD reporter saw in Washington last weekend, while covering the
only two violent clashes which marked the anti-war demonstrations.
They are neither objective, nor representative of most
people's experiences during the weekend. These stories cover what one
person saw during approximately seven hours of a three day series of
demonstrations.
Some of the information for the accounts was supplied by the
TRIPOD photographer who accompanied me, Richard Markovitz.
The "marshalls" referred to were among over 3,500 organized
and instructed by the New Mobilization Committee to control the three
Mobe-sponsored demonstrations: the March Against Death, the mass
march from the Capitol to the Washington Monument, and the rally at
the base of the Monument.
Though recruited by Mobe, many marshalls were present at
the violent demonstrations which Mobe had disavowed. In most cases
they tried to calm the crowd, or prevent confrontations with the police.
Many helped those who had been tear gassed.
The Mobilization Committee also organized groups of lawyers
and observers. The lawyers provided legal aid for those arrested and
tried to get pertinent information, including a police officer's name and
badge number, when they saw someone being arrested. There were 200
lawyers and 1,000 law students assisting them.
The observers, mostly clergymen, were assigned to positions
along the line of march of the various demonstrations. Their reports
will be thebasis for "an instant Walker report," a Methodist minister
said Friday night near DuPont circle. '
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The DuPont Circle rally and the attempted march to the South
Vietnamese Embassy were the only large scale demonstrations in
Washington last weekend for which no permit was issued.
The rally was supposed to begin at 8:30, by that time several
thousand people had gathered in the smalJ park at the center of the
Circle, Demonstrators with megaphones were urging people to move
toward the side of the park nearest the Embassy, which was about eight
blocks away.
Demonstrators wearing white helmets arid carrying Vietcong
flags began to run down the street leading towards the Embassy.
Most of those in the park began to follow slowly. Several
people yelled for the marchers to start running, to move, faster. They
tried to build up a momentum in the crowd wlii ch would carry it up
the four or five blocks to the police lines. We could see the police as a
line of white helmets. They had spotlights arranged to light up the area.
As the front rows got near the police lines the cops threw a
few canisters of tear gas. Most of the crowd stopped and began running
back toward the circle. Those who had run stopped after a block and
turned to face the police lines, again.
The police advanced, throwing tear gas grenades ahead of
them. The crowd started running again. People called out for them to
walk. Others told us not to rub our eyes if we got gas in them, some
offered liandkersliiefs to hold over your nose and mouth.
Every time •some demonstrators began to regroup the police
used gas to disperse them.
Some medical students had parked a car a few blocks from the.
Circle. They were passing out wet gauze bandages. The TRIPOD
photographer who had come to Washington with me, and J each took
one.
We spoke to two official observers, a Methodist minister and
an Episcopal priest. They had seen several police cars hit by rocks and
bottles. As we talked to them a line of police cars raced down the
street. A rock thrown at them from the other side of the street almost
hit me.
We began to walk back to the park as the police threw more
gas canisters.
About 500 demonstrators had gathered in the street opposite
the park. Some windows in a drug store were broken. The
demonstrators rolled trash cans into the street to block traffic. One
driver abandoned his car.
A dozen police cars came toward the park. They stopped and
began firing gas canisters around the park's perimeter. The crowd
started retreating.
One mobilization legal aide said that the few arrests he saw
had been "very orderly." . . , ' :
As the park was cleared the police, advanced, they fired a
heavy volley of gas. We started running down a side street, away from
the park. The photographer, with me couldn't see, 1 guided him until
my own eyes began to sting badly. His vision cleared enough so that he
could help me. ,
As the gas cleared away, a few domonstrators returned to the
park. They called for those waiting across the street to join them. The
police came again, and the gas again cleared the park.
Someone called for us to come into the lobby of a small
apartment house near the park. Some one in their had more wet rags.
We went into the basement as the gas filtered into the first floor.
When the gas disappeared we left the building. We saw a few
more crowds broken up by gas. Most of the action was a repetition of
the first assault; (he police advanced on a crowd'dispersing them with
gas, if they regrouped the cops used more gas.
Newspaper reports said that small groups of demonstrators
slaved in Hie area throughout much of the night.
I
Richard MarkavlU
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a lecture by dr.
george c. higgins
("Over Thirty, Disruption, and the New Order" is the last of
three lectures Dr. Higgins delivered before the Town-Gown Forum last
month.)
In many of the discussions I have been in in which there are
parents and their children present, I am constantly reminded of Harold
Pinter's comment that people do not communicate badly, but rather
that they talk for the clear and expressed purpose of avoiding
communication. Members of a family are so well known to each other
that they are expert at avoiding communication with each other. In
every instance, and there have been many,, when a boy has written to
his father prior to a visit ho ve specifically requesting a "talk," it has
failed to come off. It is sadly predictable.
What does the college student find in his educational
institution with respect to interpersonal relationships? The college is
his' relevant society. College is society for the student. Does he find
the human oriented community so necessary for his evolving
psychology?
An article written by Joseph Katz and Nevitt Sanford in
December 1967 is still a relevant description of many colleges and
universities today. In discussing the lack of sense of community in
institutions of higher education they said:
. . . the faculty and administration rarely relate to the student as
an individual. He is conceived rather as an aggregate of different
functions, categorically separable from each other, for the
management of which different sets of machinery have been set
up. Registering, advising, counseling, disciplining, lecturing,
grading papers—all are handled by different people who attend
strictly to the function rather than to the student.
Helen Nowlis in her recent book on college student drug problems
observed:
They want recognition that this search (for themselves) is an
important and worthwhile endeavor and they want help, but help
with the questions that have meaning for them at a particular
stage in their search, not advice about where they should be.
There is little agreement as to the part which a college or
university should play jn this whole process, either among or
within colleges. In pursuing excellence, many institutions seem to
have difined excellence in a way that parallels the definition of
society; in terms of number of Ph.D.s on the faculty, quantity
and quality, of faculty scholarships and research, number of
grants, number of Nobel Laureates and members of a National
Academy, number of students'who go on to graduate and
professional study. These.assets are not to be underestimated;
they can contribute directly to important and relevant education.
But is this all? For many institutions, the problem may be that
they have not clearly thought through the implications of the
distinction between education and training made by Sanford.
"True education is liberating and differentiating. If it is success-
ful it makes every individual different from every other...Train-
ing tends to process individuals so that they are more alike,
speaking the same language, sharing the same professional
baggage, engaging in the sime kinds of activities in the same more
or less prescribed way."
A collection of functions ;
The college student is never looked upon as a whole person
who is to be dealt with.as an individual with dreams, ideals, fears,
emotional feelings both positive and negative, but he is looked at as the
separable: collection of function's. He is something to register, to advise,
to assign to a classroom, to house, to feed, and he has a variety of
interests which are served by various and sundry organizations of
special interest that have themselves become so impersonal and
non-engaging that the amount of involvement in organized
extracurricular activities is very low currently. Decisions Concerning the
activities of the offices set up to manage the separable student problems
are frequently made with little reference to students' lives. They often
are made more on the basis of internal administrative needs and
conveniences. Thus, for example, the number of faculty made available
for general freshman academic advising may depend more on current
faculty research and committee and classroom commitments than on
., the amount and nature of the needs of the students for advice. "How
many people do we have free to advise?" the College asks, rather than,
"How many and what kind of people do we need to advise?"
No one single person is ever expected to be totally concerned,
with one given individual student. The only institutional exceptions,
and then only in smaller institutions, are the psychological counselors
and chaplains. In larger institutions even this is not the case. The
student finds this out when he is passed from person to person to
person in an attempt to solve one particular problem of his separable
functioning at any point.
Curricular constraints
Even in the curriculum he finds a similar situation. The
question which curricular rules seem to ask are not what are you
personally interested in and what do you want to study, but have you
taken the following prerequisites, have you passed the following
courses, have you obtained the following skills. Some academic majors
allow practically no options for course selection at all. Such
prescriptions of what a student ought to do may make very good
chemists, very good musicians, very good psychologists, but John
Smith, the college student wants, because of his psychology, to feel
that someone knows he is John Smith who wants to be somebody or
become somebody, not just that he is one of a replaceable number of
potential chemists, musicians, or psychologists. Although this is the
kind of approach to adolescents which feeds into their greatest
anxieties and fears and may serve to . increase , these fears so much
that they may ignore, reject, or be unable to concentrate on
technological competence even if they want to.
There is one area where the fruits of increased impersonalness
and its resulting undercutting of students'self-esteem and enthusiasm is
becoming apparent, and it is becoming apparent among good, promising
students. This is the increasing apathy toward getting into or staying in
graduate school. These are not psychiatrically troubled students.
Increasing numbers of good students are listlessly dropping out of
graduate school for not very well defined reasons and without any
enthusiasm for another plan of action or any desire to return soon.
They are strangely apathetic and quasi-depressed, with no pointed
anxiety, but no ambition and no sense of thirst for adventure and
excitement. They seem like directionless old men and women.
Along with this is a larger group who after receiving admission
to graduate or professional schools try to have their matriculation
postponed to go to the Peace Corps or VISTA for an interim. These are
not eager young people who are impatient to make their mark on the
world, so choose the Peace Corps or VISTA first to get on with it.
Sadly, the vast majority of people applying to the Peace Corps and
VISTA are doing so only to find a way out of routine. They arc not
dedicated activists, but people looking for a haven from social
expectations and the route they are bound to in a hope that they will
get into a position where somebody will finally value them as a person
and their actions as personal actions rather than seeing them as just
another faceless piece on the assembly-training line.
The fall of professionalism
The phenomenon of students turning away from specialized
training or eschewing rigorous standards of competence has been noted
by many educators: In particular, Robert Brustein, director of the
Yale Drama School, in a recent article in New Republic entitled
"The Case for Professionalism" pointed out the modern student's
passion for "amateurism." Students do not seem to want to "follow
through" on the acquisition of skills and techniques. They seem rather
to be urgently desiring to be in the real world with full status without
acquiring training and skill. A Harvard assistant professor, himself of
the class of 1950, is reported to have remarked that in his day teachers
told students not just to read books but also to think about them.
Today it is just the opposite. Students now are ready to make
pronouncements on complex issues without gathering facts They are
ready to perform plays or display art work without acquiring basic
. skills. 'Do your own thing" is -the byword, and the fact of doing one's
own- -thing is justification enough for its quality. Perhaps more
alarmingly, it seems to me that students are tending toward the
assumption that a passionate enough emotional conviction about a
matter assures the truth value of the belief espoused. The fact simply is
hat many of the measures taken by colleges and universities to increase
the competence of students have had exactly the opposite effect
because, they ignored the reality of the student personality
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involvement in college governance are areas for which no special
training or skills exist and are areas in which students, by virtue of
being students, have as much, and in many cases certainly more,
experience than anyone.
Above all, however, even above the individual fears of students
in these areas, there is a broad based movement toward rejection of
formal aspects of society which represent inhumanness to students.
Even considerate people occupying what students consider inhuman
offices come under attack as the office itself and its supposed
inhumanity is focused on. They are focusing on those aspects of college
life which they feel are mechanical and unfeeling. Students may in fact
be doing our civilization a great favor by beginning a movement which
will save higher education rather than destroy it. This summer the poet
Archibald MacLeish put the students' case most cogently when he
wrote:
. . however much or little we comprehend of the cause of our
paradoxical diminishment in our own eyes at the moment of our
greatest technological triumphs, we cannot help but understand a
little of its consequences and particularly its relation to the crisis
in the university. Without the belief in man, the university is a
contradiction in terms. The business of the university is education
at its highest possible level, and the business of education at its
highest possible level is the relation of man to their lives. But how
is the university to concern itself with the relation of men to their
lives, to the living of their lives, to the world in which their lives
are lived, without the bold assumption, the brave, improbable
hypothesis, that these lives matter, that these men count-that
Odysseus on his battered, drifing raft still stands for the reality
we take for real?
fisthe collage student
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Bullied by bureaucracy
There is a clear relationship between college culture and
American society. In this case the similarity is in bureaucratic
impersonamess. Have you ever noticed in help columns in newspapers
how frequently the cause of the difficulty that the person was having
who wrote to the local helper was the company or government agency
they were trying to deal with was computerized? I myself have written
many letters to a computer over the last three years. I've never received
a reply from a computer yet. I have had to expend undue and excessive
effort to make myself heard by a person in the company. Any of you
who have ever tried to have a computerized bill corrected know exactly
what I mean. When you finally give up and pay the bill that you knew
you didn't owe becaues the last computer cards said that a lawyer and
several policemen were about to arrive at your door to arrest you for
non-payment, within two weeks you get a very neat computer card
telling you that they have credited your account with an overpayment
of exactly the amount they've been suggesting they're going to arrest
you for. Anyone who has tried simply to get a physician to talk to
them knows the problem that you go through there. You have to find
somebody who will look at feet, skin, fingernails, or something or other
and it ususally takes the better part of a month to finally get around to
seeing them. We are living in an increasingly impersonal world and this
interacts disastrously with the fears of the college student because of his
adolescent psychology.
Robert Lindner describes the resulting sense of such a society
when he said:
The Mass Man, of course, is the psychopath in excelsis. A
mechanized, robotized caricature of humanity, it is he who
finally tears down around his own head the house of his culture.
A slave in mind and body, whose life signifies no more than an
instrument of his master's power, a lost creature without separate
identity in the hearding collectivity, a mindless integer of the
pack who wakens from his torpor only when prodded by the
whip from outside or the stab of brute appetite from within, it is
he who finally inherits the earth and runs it to ruin.
Don't trust anyone...
What this has caused is the evolution of a radical shift in
adolescent psychology, ft is a result of the student's continual running
up against the cold impersonal wall of adult society exactly when he
has the greatest personal needs of his life. A signal of this evolution is
the student's identification of the age at which no one may be trusted.
Do not trust anyone over 30 says the college student. Over 30 is (he
wasteland. A number of years back when-1 was in graduate school the
average of the graduate at graduation was 33. There is some a, priori
reason to believe that this has dropped slightly. It is probably, by the
way, going to go up again because of the Vietnam war and the lack of
deferment for graduate studies. However, about when the phrase "don't
trust anyone over 30" became popular, the average age of the
graduation of a graduate student was very near 30.It is at precisely this
point in his life that the individual who has been forced to live for
almost 2 decades with his adolescent psychology and has, instead of
using it as a transitory psychology inculcated it as his way of life, is
suddenly faced with a new environment for which this psychology is no
longer suited. This psychology is no longer a transition. It is he.
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Consequently, over 30 he is indeed dead because his psychology is no
longer viable in the culture. Don't trust anyone over 30 and after 30
you're nothing was simply the adolescent's relatively insightful
comment on his psychological state.
Turmoil turned outward
The radical shift in adolescent psychology concerns the fact
that the adolescent has traditionally been an individual whose period of
turmoil was an internal one. It was a turmoil which took place within
his personality and was exemplified by certain great internal emotional
upheavals, The adolescent now, however, faced with the fact that he is
going to have to ultimately grow up to be unable to face his culture
Because of the long period that he's going to have to live with his
personality structure, has decided, unconsciously, to externalize his
adolescent turmoil and take up arms against that society which he feels
has shut him out and has put him in this position to start with.
Essentially he is no longer going to try to orient himself to his culture,
to conform, something which is almost impossible to do with a
transitory psychology which has to last for 20 years, and he is instead
going to change his culture. Anna Freud speaking in this country a little
over a year ago very perceptively pointed out that psychoanalysis has
little to offer the student of today because the college student of today
no longer seems interested in taking care of his internal problem but
seems interested instead on changing his society. Adolescence is no
longer a process of internal reorientation but a process of social change.
Robert Lindner, in a book written 15 years ago, called this shot
perfectly. He referred to "the rebel without a cause" and talked about a
new psychology of rebellion and "downright active hostile mutiny." He
pointed out very clearly that this was beginning to take place then and
surely the 15 years since Lindner wrote his book have proved his
observations.
A fight for liberation
The adolescent is backed against the wall psychologically. He
sees a society which is becoming more impersonal and is continuing to
cause him more psychological anguish. He has simply vowed to fight
back.
College students, then, have declared war on society for
spiritual liberation. They are simultaneously begging in a pathetic and
poignant way to be treated as human beings with affection and with
affirmation of their worthwhileness as individuals, and at the same time
they are full of the anger and the rage which is so near the surface in a
personality which has had to maintain the pre-adolescent and early
adolescent parts in it. They feel rage, mainly because they are made to
feel guilty and unworthy for simply being the way they must be, which
is something they cannot help but be because they are adolescents. We
say to them, grow up, but we do not provide them with the ability to
do so. Nothing, brings out more rage than a situation where one feels
that he is prejudiced against because of something which he cannot
alter.
Students are begging to be freed from theirlorieliness, but have
great despair that this will ever happen. As many of you, I am sure have
read, the suicide rate among college students is very, very much higher
than the suicide rate in the general population. When the adolescent
gives up, he can give up in a big way.
Their rage colors their begging and their pleas. When their
attempts at asking for affirmation and affection and being treated like
whole human beings are frustrated, they finally act with a mixture of.
anger, petulance, frustration, and rage. They are told by adults when
this happens that they are ungrateful,impolite, fascist, blackmailers,
hoodlums, and last but not least, in our new cultural form of social
"rejection, they are told that they are sick. All of these may indeed
become the case if we as a society, and in particular for us educators, if
our educational and religious institutions do not respond to what is
underneath it all. Underneath it all is loneliness and a sense of paucity
of human meaningfuhiess and personal affirmation. The clergyman and
the educator who respond only with law and order guild-creating
prohibitions are simply failing to take the hand which is held out to us
in lonely desperation. Is it any wonder, when after being rejected time
and time again and having one's problems increased with more guilt
and more anguish and more sense of inadequacy each time one holds out
one's hand for help, that ultimately that hand is held out in the form of
a fist? •-
"A certain politeness"
'
 :
 1 think that when students begin to. become angry they try to
express their anger carefully. In most situations where students have
taken "transgressive political action," as a colleague of mine has called
it, they do so with care, form, and a certain politeness. When buildings
began to be occupied by students, they were always carefully taken
care of and left at the end of the occupation frequently cleaner than
they were when the occupation began. There is evidence to indicate
that this was the case in most early transgressive actions across the
country. I would suggest that this was the case perhaps because some of
our American ideals are still believed. This has not been the case in
other countries where indeed the generation gap seems immense
compared to ours. The Rome University, as many of you know, was
disrupted for several months. When French Universities were disrupted,
it was done with a tremendous bang and great destructiveness. When
the students in Poland rebelled, the almost incredible response to this
was that the border of Poland was absolutely and completely shut tight
and closed for the duration of the student rebellion. Virtually no one
was permitted to enter the country during the entire time. It became an
event of national consequence and of such disruptive force that the
entire government and the entire country was affected. The case was
similar in Ethiopia and Japanese student rebellions have always made
ours seem tame.
The counselor as cop
In our educational and religious institutions even our
compassion is frequently given prejudicially. I always hate to make
statements which are likely to do me out of a job, but as college
administrations become aware of the fact that there are some on going
emotional needs in their students they set up yet another division of
the adminstration of the college and hire a counselor professionally
trained to take care of these problems. Once again the student is looked
at as being functionally separable and all too frequently the underlying
assumption is that the counselor is a healer who will heal the occasional
sicknesses which are around in the institution. Too often the college
counselor becomes a cultural cop. It has frequently been pointed out
how the assignment of the word "sick" is really a fake to cover up, in a
newly culturally acceptable way, a continuing and unchanged rejection
of individuals whose behavior is very much different from the majority.
This was brought to a head very forcefully during the most recent
French student disruptions. At the University of Strasbourg, in the
midst of the disruption, the President of the University issued a
statement in which he concluded that all of his students were simply
sick and that they should all be sent to psychiatrists for treatment. The
students, with impeccable logic said thay they now saw that they had
not closed down all of the police functions in the college, and simply and
completely closed down the University's mental health service in its
entirety. This is not restricted to France. The head of the largest
student health service in this country has maintained in his book which
tells how to set up good health services that the counselor's primary
obligation is to the university and not to the students and that
confidential communication between student and counselor may be
broken for the good of the Institution. This is yet another example for
the student of the fact that he, personally, as a human being, is of much
less importance than the abstract and non-human institution of which
he is a part.
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Students are asking for cultural affirmation and an end to their
desperate loneliness. The President of the United States' statement
dated March 22, 1969 on the problem of college students was entirely
responsive to this in principle. President Nixon said, "We have seen a
depersonalization of the educational experience. Our institutions must
reshape themselves lest this turns to total alienation." Students are
desperate. Two alternatives are suicide or the so-called cop out, whether
these two are taken physically or otherwise. It is possible to commit
suicide without killing oneself simply by becoming so inert with drugs,
or to do so badly academically that it ends one's academic career. Two
other alternatives are to knuckle under and conform which simply
increases their sense of alienation, confusion, and loneliness, or to fight
for their life. I think that student unrest and disruption as we see it at
this time is the gasping activity of a group of people who are
psychologically drowning and in essence, "going under for the third
time." For them it is a matter of life or death. What they are asking for
is nothing other than human personal responses. It is no accident that
the Beatles' first great hit was entitled "I Want to Hold Your Hand."
Listen to the music of current students. "Love, Love, Love." "Take My
Hand My Son." And perhaps the most poignant of all, which I think
may characterize my sense of the Students of today entirely, "Sergeant
Peppers' Lonely Hearts Club Band."
It is absolutely true that some adolescents and some adults,
and in fact probably many more adults than ought to, take advantage
of student unrest for unscrupulous reasons of their own. However, the
students' basic needs are clear, strong, desperate, and harsh. What I am
arguing is that all of the behaviours that we are all so concrened about
among students with respect to sex, drugs and political disruption are
simply their ways of attempting to evolve an improvement in the
human condition by extending essential human concerns into the areas
of all their personal relations and by enriching their human capacity as
lovers of other humans. These behaviors are in every important way'
their religious activites. This conclusion concerning the religious nature
of their activities has been reached by other observers, for example, by
the poet Stephen Spender in an article in a March, 1969 issue of The
New York Times. Mr. Spender's conclusions were drawn after observing
students and faculty of the University of Connecticut in the academic
year 1968-1969 during their controversies with Dow Chemical Co.
recruiters.
Clashing style
Their basic ideal is personal human love and respects... Their
style clashes violently with authority. It clashes hostilely and it
engenders hatred, anger and rage in return. The unfortunate irony is
that it frequently leaves students no closer to their goal. I am not ready
to say that some of them have not been successful, but too frequently
they remain lonely, isolated, and unloving.
In my view of the situation, although certainly not in the
student's view, it would seem that society is trying to help the student.
We are cer ta in ly a child-oriented society; whether out of
self-proctectio.n or not is beside the point. This may have something to
do with the fact that it is estimated that over half of our population is
under 25. In any event, a great deal of attention is being paid to young
people and to the problems which they exemplify; the problems of
loneliness, isolation, and hate. The colossal, and I think not always
terr ibly wise, rush to sensitivity training group methodology
throughout education and religion as well as in the areas they were first
designed for, industry and business, is an example of the tremendous
potential readiness of our society to grasp at all possibilities which
might lead to a morehumanandloving life. There are many attempts to
establish some solution to the cultural problems of impersonal and cold
personal relations.
The war of generations
However-, unfortunately, even with the ideal of increasing
human love, the two camps, the establishment and the young, are at
war. It seems clear to me that these two groups are attempting to arrive
at common goals. There are unscrupulous people on both sides of this
battle who are usihg the battle for their own purposes, but by and large
the major efforts seems to rne to be in the direction of making some
positive headway in these problems of our era. Pehaps the conflict is
, inevitable. Alfred North Whitehead said: .
It is difficult even for acute thinkers to understand the analogies
between ideas expressed in diverse phraseologies and illustrated
by different sorts of examples. Desperate intellectual battles have
been fought by philosophers who have expressed the same idea in
different ways . . . they can learn from each other, borrow from
each other, and individuals can make imperceptible transitions.
Above all, they can learn to understand each other and to love.
Must 'religion' (or more appropriate for our case, "religious
action") always remain as a synonym for 'hatred'? The great
social ideal for religion is that it should be the common basis for
the unity of civilization. In that way it justifies its insight beyond
the transient clash of brute forces.
The very actions which are taken on both sides of the struggle
to ameliorate the problems of which almost everyone is at least aware
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and willing to admit tend too often to increase hatred, anger, rage, and
frustration. How frequently' I have seen college administrators' attempts
to make changes they have sincerely become convinced are necessary
and which are humane and concerned hurled back viciously in their
faces with contempt and scorn as "tokenism" and "establishment
rhetoric." One gets the impression at these times that the only
acceptable response of an administrator would be the public
commission of hara-kiri on the steps of the administration building.
This would at least be in keeping with the new wave of student
devotion to oriental philosophy. Similarly I have observed with pain the
ingestion of critical student requests into the digestive apparatuses of
administrative bureaucracies, committees (standing, sub, ad-hoc,
special, blue ribbon and so on) where simple face to face, person to
person action would seize the day. The student stands bewildered and
feeling somewhat sick to his stomach as his proposals go the same
direction that my letters to billing computers go. The hatreds increase.
"We are all afraid"
However, almost all of us are at least vaguely aware that we are
standing on the edge of losing our humanness, and we are all afraid. We
are vaguely aware of becoming, in Lindner's terms, "A slave mind and
body, whose life signifies no more than an instrument of his master's
power, a lost creature . . . -" We are afraid on both sides of age 30.1
have tried to make the fear of the student explicit because this is a
speech about students. I shall not try to make as explicit the fear which
I see in adults. However, I think a reasonable characterization of the
adults about whom I talked in my last lecture who are not responding
to their sons' and daughters' needs, is that they are also terrified,
confused and lonely. If any word characterizes the many telephone
calls I get from parents when they discover their .children are using
drugs, marching in protest parades, burning their draft cards, and the
like, it is fear. They do not understand, and they are afraid. More
parents cry in my office in desperation than do students, and the
increase in tears in the past 6 years in both categories is impressive.
Tears are the hallmark of our human reaction to our situation as viewed
from my office.
Given this situation, how can we change to a new order based
perhaps on human love in an orderly fashion? How can we change
quickly? I think it is clear that we can change neither in an orderly
fashion, nor quickly. I do not mean to say that the only way we can
change is for anarchy to prevail, but I would like to argue as
persuasively as possible that we must not insist upon strigent high levels
of complex order during the height of the change. Whitehead has
comments that significant social change all but wrecks the civilizations
in which it takes place. This was an. empirical observation for him. The
psychologist, Heinz Werner, has evolved a set of principles concerning
developmental change which would predict theoretically that
significant change is always going to be accompanied with a certain
amount of disorder.
One of Werner's principles, simply stated, is that for any
development to take place a regression must occur before progression.
Werner was a psychologist and specifically and extensively studied the
development of speech, cognition, motor behavior, and the like. He was
enough of a philospher, however, to be interested in such areas as
, development in history, art, and literature. What he saw, and I think
saw clearly, was that at any given time there is a high level of
organization and integration in a given static situation, before that
situation can change, before that situation can change fundamentally, it
must reorder itself vastly ..With out a vest reorganiztion, all you can do is
add further elaborations to an already existing structure, the structure
itself not changing at all. It is in this sense of simple elaboration of an
existing order that I understand the use of the word "tokenism" in
contemporary criticism of social change.
"A little bit of chaos is good for everybody."
In other words, for a, highly complex integrated organization
to fundamentally change, it is necessary to first disorganize.
Disorganization involves simplification, less order, more confusion, a
less well articulated and differentiated situation. In a word, it means
chaos. There is no way for fundamental change to take place without
the issuing forth of some chaos. If, in anything that you want to
change, you do not encounter at least a modicum of chaos in the
change process, you may conclude that no fundamental change is
taking place. There must be chaos for fundamental change. Men must
be ready and willing to tolerate andlive through the chaos of change if
there is going to be significant alteration. .
My argument is that the social situation which is causing the
distress in the lives of our college students today is so fundamental and
so great and the structures surrounding it are so vast in their scope and
so highly differentiated and articulated and integrated that it is going to
lake a great deal of chaos before we wind our way out of this and
reorganize into a different, but I must underline, not necessarily better
soluliop. I underline the warning about "better" because I believe that
"there must be chaos
for fundamental
change., .we are going
to suffer disorder
for at least a
decade. . ."
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there is no guarantee that any given new solution which arises out of
the impetus of change has a necessary high quality assured to it. Only the
test of time will show the quality of a new organization and perhaps
even further change will have to take place with further chaos. My
belief is, however, that the organization of society as we know it now,
especially with regard'to educational institutions and students'
development which I know more about than any other, no longer serves
a developmental purpose and instead is stifling and halting.the progress
of personal development. Its issue is a number of highly undesirable
consequences in the area of the love of men for each other.
A decade of wrecking
Specifically one may predict that when colleges and
universities dedicate themselves to change, here will follow a period of
chaos which will practically wreck the existing institutional structures. I
think this is well and good, and probably necessary. Once the decision
is made, then there is no alternative but to realize that there will ensue
a period of years or decades in which we will have to continue to grope
our way toward the evolution of new structures. It is inevitable. Those
colleges and universities which have avoided chaos have done so at the
expense of fundamental alteration. Those colleges who have avoided
being destroyed while attempting to make change, in my rather cursory
view of it, are those colleges and universities who are reacting to the
chaos which evolves in change in a measured and cautious way. I have
noted several recent situations around the country, of disruptions in the
form of seizing buildings, calling strikes, and so forth, in which the
institution responded as if it realized that chaos was simply part of the
fabric of their present institutional situation. The offenders have been
forgiven their activities, and the rascals have gotten off scot-free. It
seems to me that these decisions represent a readiness on the part of the
institutions to tolerate inevitable chaos for at least a period of time.
How long this time period will be is unpredictable. How long we are
going to have to suffer disorder is unpredictable. Surely, it will be at
least a decade.
New structures
With respect to a number of issues such as student involvement
in college and university governance and the demands of black and
other minority students, many educators are shaking their heads and
saying no matter what they are given, no thanks will'be received, and
then they hit us in the face and ask for more. Where is it all going to
end? I cannot say where it is all going to end, but I can say that once an
educational institution has made the decision to fundamentally alter,
such things as institutional governance, the nature of the curriculum,
the role of the faculty with respect to a balance between teaching and
research, the nature of the students who are going to be taught witli
regard to social class, academic preparation, and other variables such as
these, there will simply be &,.period of time until a new integrated
organization evolves from the older one where new structures can be
tried and ultimately emerge into a yet new organization.
- With specific reference to students' lives as people we must
evolve a more fundamental criterion for acceptance as a fully human
person than technological competence. Students suggest respect and
love of people as humans with intrinsic human worth above all. The
acceptance of a student as a fully human person even without complete
technological competence should be able to aid his growth and
development.
President Nixon's statement underlined both the need tor a
change in the social structues which are exemplified for the college
student by his educational institution and pointed to some of the
changes that need to be made which go toward the direction of
affirming the young person as a full functioning human being. He said,
Student unrest does not exist in a vacuum but reflects a deep and
growing social unrest affecting much of our world today.
Self-righteous indignation by society will solve none of this. We
must resolve the internal contradictions of our communities.
There must be university reform including new experimentation
in curricula such as ethnic studies, student involvement in the
decision-making processes and a . new emphasis in faculty
teaching.
A time for change
Certain inevitable and basic changes will have to take place.
They are go ng to cause chaos and uncertainty on the part of everyone
who now knows how to operate in the system that we have.
S things as curricular decision will have to mvoye
S way thus affirming their right to bepersonaUy
^ ^ ^
o discuss matters, of educational policy as long as
present and will only be willing to, be rn^y » an
3SS££
whole system of courses and classes and departments and requirements
will have to undergo some of the most searching and confusing
alterations. As the President's report indicated, the whole matter of
such decision-making processes will have to evolve away from a process
of the all knowing, benevolent, paternalistic group-making decisions for
the unknowing, naive group. It will be necessary here to be very careful
to avoid tokenism, defined as I have above as simply more elaborations
on an already existing structure, and to avoid what I like to refer to as
the "Vietnam blackmail." What we ultimately say to students so often
is, "Well, if you don't like the way things are here, you can go
somewhere else." Of course the somewhere else that the students now
have to go is the miliarty service and into the war which they do not
widely support.
We must further get out of our habit of double-binding our
students in a very vicious way. Practically any catalogue you can pick
up anywhere in any college or university says we assume that our
students are adults. You do not have to read very far to see what that
sentence means. It simply says that if you don't act according to the
way that we have decided adults act, we'll throw you out. It is usually
couched in some sort of euphemism such as if you want to act like a
child, we'll treat you like a child. It is very much the same status as
calling an activity which we .once thought was an abomination or a sin a
sickness. We simply say if you don't act the way we have decided you
are going to act, then we call you non-adult and since we don't cater to
children at college, we will get rid of you. This is very much like the
Dean who publicly said any students who are stupid enough to try
dangerous drugs are too stupid to be at his university.
Personal pedagogy
The President's statement also referred to a dedication to
teaching. It seems to me that educational institutions are going to have
to look very carefully at whether or not they are going to continue to
be the kind of generators of knowledge in formal research and
publications as they have dedicated themselves to being in the past, or
whether they are going to change radically towards institutions1 which
are dedicated primarily toward the personal transmission of knowledge
to students. A dedication to teaching will mean bringing the full
resources of the institutions to bear on the problems which are relevant
to motivate and maximize the ability of students to learn. Many
universities have administrative divisions as large as the entire
administrations of smaller colleges who only handle research and gran!
contracts. Research and grant contracts, I might add, which supply the
institution with a great deal of operating funds.
"A convenient excuse"
In my view, the objection that many students are raising on
many campuses to defense contracts are not being raised only because
these contracts are aiding the war in Vietnam to which they object.
This is only a convenient excuse. What motivates the students
objections are that their faculty, that segment of adult society which i:
the only segment of adult society that they have to relate to, is more
concerned with their own professional advancement and mon
concerned with research and writing than they are with their students. :
am not disputing the adage that the better teacher is always involved ir
research or scholarly work, although this is I think less than adequately
demonstrated. What I am saying is that it is very embittering to
student who comes to a university where there is a famous professor i;
the department in which he is majoring when perhaps, if he is lucky aiii
on his toes, he may see him at a distance, probably on his. way to o
from the airport, only once or twice during his four years. It has bee
only partially mockingly observed by some that probably at any givc\
point of time, one-half of the faculty of colleges and universities acros-
this country are in the air going to or coming from somplace else.
There has to be a breakdown of the coinpartmentalization <>
the institution's response to the individual student. There must b
attempts to provide teachers for students who will become involve*
with students on their ground in more than just a functionary way, :>
for example a teacher of Latin grammar or an expert in chemia
equations, etc.,\and with whom, hopefully, a relationship of a muc
broader human scope can be effected. Other curricular innovations hav
great possibility for becoming responsive to individuals as for exumpi
inter-departmental or cross-departmental majors, or a major whic!
could .not even be expressed in a departmental of inter-department:.:
way.
Psychological counselors provided by the school, and 1 would
selfishly hope that this would continue to be a practice, must not be
viewed either as cultural cops by the university or as Ircaters of the
sick. Indeed, along this line of sickness, it seems to me we must realize
and realize quickly, that the prolonged adolescence our society li;i.
forced upon young people is not a sickness of the student.
Peer group relations have to undergo an alteration us well ;:
the personal relations between students and their faculty members.
Here I think we are going to need new concepts in dormitory living. W-
need to provide opportunities for the enrichment'of the lives of our
students with respect to interpersonal relationships by providing
opportunities for quite different kinds of relationships to take plaa-
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Sfiour complacency and
our order are going
to be offended...
they may be .able to
save the rest of us."
than can occur in present residential arrangements. Dormitories can be
constructed so that entertaining is not a matter of having one chair and
one bed in a small cubicle which serves as the student's living quarters,
his bedroom, his study, and his only haven for privacy. Many
universities are moving in the direction of co-educational dormitories.
These are providing students with the opportunity to live with and
learn how to deal with members of the opposite sex under
circumstances other than the weekend date which is at best a highly
artificial social situation. I think an ideal solution would be apartment
complexes which would house students on a co-educational basis as
well as faculty members and their children. There are opportunities
here for real and meaningful relationships which are far greater than the
superficiality of the weekend date or the one-meal bit-of-food which is
purchased and brought into a room and cooked over an illegal
hot-plate.
There is every possibility in these kinds of situations that
educators are going to have to face up to and look at the sexual
situation as it is. So far most educational institutions have treated
increasing sexual activity on the part of students either by ignoring that
it is happening at all and leaving the student again alone and by himself
to cope with these issues, or by making such stringent regulations that
no one who is at least found out is permitted to remain at the
institution and thus again leaving the student alone. We know that
young people are having difficulties witli sex and drugs. It is even
possible that ultimately 'some drugs which are stimulants rather than
depressants will have to be added to the drugs which may be purchased
and used legally. Hopefully, perhaps, if we could evolve a society of
human relations which are rich enough in personal meaning, we could
give them all up. That would be a happy day, but perhaps not one
within our immediate envisionment.
The offense of change
The middle road that an institution can take in these matters is
to have difficulties. Unless an institution is coping with the student's
difficulties with sex and with drug usage and with his educational
problems, the institution is not with the student. If the institution's
major goal is to keep things peaceful and operating beautifully, then
they are simply not coping with the human problems but only coping
with the abstract problems of inflow and : output of organizational
managements. If the public forces an institution into this position by
legislation or public opinion it must stand culpable for the tragedy. I
repeat. The middle road is to be continually occupied with the
problems of individual students as they actually exist. Even to be aware
of some of the actual problems of students let alone to be occupied
with the problems and to deal with them is going to offend the
sensibilities of many. Of that I thinkthcrc is no question. I would
suggest, however, that the offending of one's sensibilities is also a part
of real change and a part of the chaos which I have tried to argue is a
necessary part of real change. If I may have one last appeal to
Whitehead, he comments:
Sometimes adventure is acting within the limits. It can [hen
calculate its end, and reach it. Such adventures are the ripples of
change within one type of civilization by. which an epic of given
type preserves its freshness. But, given the vigor of adventure,
sooner or later, the leap of imagination reaches beyond the safe
limits of the epoch, and byond the safe limits of learned rules of
taste. It then produces the dislocations and confusions marking
the advent of new ideals for civilized effort.
Indeed our tastes are going to be offended. Our complacency
and our order is going to be offended. In any event, an appeal to the
rules of conscience, an attempt to evoke more guilt in order to keep the
status quo is not going to do the job of aiding the student in the
development of his personal life. Repression is always the dying gasp of
an old order and can onlylead to decay if it prevails entirely.
We must at least try to evolve new models and endure chaos in
the process. We must try to evolve new models which themselves will
inevitably someday be transformed into ordered structures and will also
fall. We must not be afraid to try to evolve new models. We must not be
afraid to make mistakes and fail. We must, in Martin Luther's terms, be
ready to "sin bravely." I would add, we must be ready to take noble
risks and risk noble failures.
This is volume HI no. 2 of INSIDE magazine.: "Over
Thirty,' Disruption, and the New Order" was written by Dr.
George C. Higgins, associate professor of psychology and college
counselor at Trinity College. The cover was designed by James R.
Petersen '70. Frederick B. Rose'70 did the photography.
INSIDK magazine is published occasionally by the staff
of the Trinity Tripod;'Kenneth P. Winkler, editor, John F.
Hahrenburg, managing editor. •
A struggle for survival
I think that nothing less than the survival of humanness or the
survival of man as a lover rather than an automation depends upon our
willingness to take such risks. Otherwise man may become very much
Wee. a mechanical device in a society which has no responsiveness at all
to h is human need. Students are not the only people who are faced
with the problems of an impersonal society treating people in a
W t f t h faShi0"-t1They «« "rtainly causing the greatest a Ha Ln
even if they are not the most articulate about it. They may however in
then- zeal for this ideal, be able to save the rest of us and g e S o s*
come ,f we can follow their intuitions and articulate and integratc thek
concerns for human value above al, into new pattern, of S S i ft
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Saturday Evening
When we arrived at the Justice Department at about 5:00 the
demonstrators were massed in the street, on the steps of the Justice
Department, and on the steps of a building across the street. A marshall
told me "there's been no confrontation so far." The police were along
the side of Pennsylvannia Avenue opposite the Justice Department and
in a group further down the street.
We passed a demonstrator being lifted onto a stretcher, he had
been hit by a rock, probably intended for a cop.
The- police lobbed a couple of gas grenades and moved to clear
the sidewalk and building .opposite Justice. Demonstrators on the
Justice Department steps began to pound on the door, I heard some
glass, either windows or thrown bottles, breaking.
Some more gas was used. The crowd left the Justice
Department steps and retreated down the street.
Radical demonstrators in the crowd, many in helmets, some
weearing gas masks, called for the crowd to "hold up", to stop
retreating, to regroup. (Others, some wearing the armband of the
Mobilization Parade marshalls who had controlled the parade and rally,
called for the retreating demonstrators to keep moving back along the
avenue to the Monument.) The crowd started moving back toward the
corner past the Justice building. A few demonstrators began to move
forward again, only a few followed, halfheartedly.Most seemed scared
of the gas, which still drifted around the street in front of the building.
The police bagan to advance again, almost the same tactics as
they had followed near the beginning of the Dupont circle march. They
came forward about halfway to the corner and stopped. They were
facing the first line of demonstrators 15 feet away. The police had
managed to push the demonstrators back enough so that those who had
not retreated very far were again in a tight group.
The demonstrators began to shout at the police, and militant
protestors wearing white helmets faced them. The cops were standing
side by side stretching across the street. The front line of police were
holding their clubs in both hands, behind them were others, holding gas
grenades.
As the two groups faced each other, marshalls suddnely began
to fill the distance between them. Many of the mobe marshals who had
been in Washington for the March against Death, the parade and the
mass rally had come down Constitution Avenue with those headed for
the Justice Department, even though the New Mobilization Committee
had spurned the justice demonstration and decried the possibility of
violence the day before.
The marshalls linked arms, they faced the militant protestors,
their backs to the lines of police. The marshalls began chanting peace,
peace and they asked the crowd to move back down the street.
There was a shout behind me, when I turned I saw a Viet Cong
flag half-way up the justice department flagpole. Later the papers said
that an American flag had been pulled down and burned.
The police began to move forward toward the flag pole, ana
the marshalls began to push the demonstrators back as the police
advai ced Other demonstrators, began to link their arms with the
marshalls as the front rows of the demonstrators resisted.
The police stopped 25 feet past the flag pole. A second and
-T£"/ .* 'CJ
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third line of police reinforced their ranks, and some police spread down
the sides of the street.
The crowd, at least the first few lines, had gotten rougher after
the police advance had forced the marshalls to urge them back.
More people joined the marshalls, and in some places they
formed a double line.
The front lines of the demonstrators tried seriously to break
through the marshalls' lines.
Both sides argues, the marshalls were asked "whose side are
you on. Let us through you're helping the pigs." Some marshalls and
others holding the cops and militants apart were called pigs. One
demonstrator put a fist in my face.
The marshalls kept chanting "peace." "Don't fight the pigs
when you're outnumbered, there's nothing noble about losing a
revolution. We're trying to keep your heads from being busted," the
marshalls said.
In back of the marshalls and the others who helped them the
police were reinforced. They stood in 4 lines across the width of the
street and along the sidewalk opposite the Justice Department. The
marshalls could here the sound of the machine which the police had
used the night before to spread CS.
The police and militants were kept apart for what the papers
said were twenty minutes. Some bottles were thrown during the time,
and firecrackers exploded within the police lines.
Near the center of the marshalls' line I saw what looked like a
breakthrough by the demonstrators. Later I found out that the marshalls
there had been told to draw back to the sidewalk. The police told a
marshall that they would start using gas if the crowd wasn't dispersed in
five minutes. When the time was up someone yelled "all right marshalls,
move to the side."
The other side of the marshalls' line started pulling back a few
seconds later. We had not heard the police warning. "We did the best
we could", one marshall said. He shook my hand and put his arm
around my shoulders.
As we reached the sidewalk the police began throwing the gas
canisters One landed a few feet away from me. The gas was much
denser than the night before in DuPpnt Circle. In film clips later it
appeared that the police had thrown dozens of canisters in the first
vollcv
A few seconds after the canisters landed I couldn't see. With
tear gas your eyes water and burn, you dose them. I let the crowd push
me along down- the avenue for a block, then I managed to open one
eye, and stumbled forward. It was very hard to breathe. 1 wanted to sii
down, to stop where I was and wait for someone to help me. I kept
going because of the feeling that the police were advancing behind me,
and because I wanted to get away from the damned gas.
Canisters.had been thrown over the heads of the front line of
demonstrators, so as they retreated they ran into repeated clouds ol CS.
When I got near the monument grounds someone with a.
- canteen poured water over my eye, it stopped hurling-somewhat I
could see better.
Some people had already started fires in wasle baskets on the
monument grounds. A few were calling for people to regroup and
march back to the Justice Department, few followed them. Most were
trying to find their buses or where they had parked their cars. 1 left.
Richard Markovitz
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Is Football Really Worth It?
As the rugged tackle crashed in
from his post on the left side he
met the halfback just as he was
breaking across the line of scrim-
mage. The tackle lowered his
shoulder, hit the ball carrier and
wrestled him to the turf for no
gain. But the result of tlk .mpact
had pinched a nerve in the defend-
er's shoulder and as the pain shot
through his body he knew he'd have
to leave the game, possibly for-
ever.
This was the situation which sen-
ior Dan Nichols faced as Trinity
finished beating Coast Guard. Dur-
ing practice in the ensuing week he
found it painful to tackle, and for a
defensive lineman's shoulder to
hurt while he's tackling is like a
soprano's throat to hurt while she's
singing; it ruins one's perfor-
mance.
But as the Amherst game neared,
Dan Nichols made up his mind to
forget the pain and to play football.
The question is, why? Why should a
senior endure constant pain and
risk a possible permanent injury
merely to play in two games, and
that's all they are, just two games.
Or are they?
"Football is a very important
part of my life," said Dan, "and
there was no way I was going to
end my career after playing only
a quarter and a half against Coast
Guard. I'd not only be letting my
teammates down but myself as well.
All I'll really have left after this
season are the memories and so I
just couldn't leave with the memo-
ries of the pain as my last recol-
lection. You have to prepare for
those final games; they're the ones
you'll always remember. I couldn't
leave 'cause I just wasn't ready
by Dick Vane
yet."
"As a defensive tackle I don»t
get much glory so I gain my satis-
faction by physically beating the
man opposing me. During the game
it's legal warfare and the winner
of those personal wars usually de-
termines the winner of the game
for the team. That's what I like
about football — it's somuchmore
than just a game, it teaches you
intangible things you just can't get
anywhere else."
For Dan Nichols football is more
than just a pasttime — it may be a
profession. It will be a profession
for Nick not in the playing sense
but in the teaching of it: coaching.
"If I become a coach," says
Nick, "I'd try to instill in myplay-
ers the spirit not to give up and
to bring out the desire within them.
The key to football is desire, how
much one is willing to give of him-
self in playing the game. You've
got to have the mental attitude to
play this game. That's why I get
so much satisfaction out of playing
while I'm still hurt, you gain much
more satisfaction in conquering a
physical thing for a mental Idea."
While he was healthy, Dan won
"The Obfuscator Award," or de-
fensive lineman of the week for
Trinity, three out of the first four
times it was presented. Winning
that award meant a lot to Nick,
it meant that his usually unseen
warfare had been noticed and ap-
preciated by a man whom he re-
spects, line coach Dave Buran, and
that he had been singled out of his
peers for doing an outstanding job.
And now all Dan Nichols has are
his memories. He'll remember all
the experiences he's been through
in his four years of playing the
Dan Nichols
sport here. He'll rembember the
times the team laughed together,
and the times they went into battle.
He'll remember how a bunch of
immature kids grew up together
under the test of the game and grew
to trust each other and earn each
other's respect.
But for Dan Nichols the fall just
won't be the same anymore, be-
cause for him football will soon
be just a spectator sport. A corner
of his life has come and passed.
As Dan says, "I've played my ball
and I've had my fun, but now I'll
just be ordinary, because I'll no
longer be that special type of per-
son that's called a football player."
Philadelphia Slim's Pickins Senate
by Albert Donsky
There's revolution in the streets,
there's revolution on the football
field. LSU was upset, Tennessee
was upset, new defenses and of-
fenses abound, and Notre Dame is
not number one. Even the yeggs
took place in this spirit of revolu-
tion by picking eight games of
ten, while I was seven for ten.
The Tripod, too, is being revolu-
tionary and not publishing until
after Thanksgiving. So these picks,
which cover games this week and
next, are in the revolutionary vein.
Ho Ho Ho Chi Mihn
Cal at Berkeley will not win.
Stanford 17-4.
LLLBJ
Ohio r.tate is here to stay. Ohio
State 42-29.
Mao Mao Mao Tse Tung
Pitt will come and then be hung.
Penn State 32-17.
Rich Rich Richard Nix
Tulane grads are really hicks.
LSU 43-22.
Power to the people. Free Bobby.
USC's knees will all be knobby.
UCLA 22-20.
1 2 Stop the trial 3 4 Stop the
trial
56 Stop the Trial 7 8 Indians are
pretty great. Dartmouth 45-0.
Pham Pham Pham Van Dong
Kansas is week, Missouri Strong.
Missouri 41-28.
Spir Spir Spiro Ag
Texas Tech will take a bag.
Arkansas 54-9.
24 6 8
Organize and smash Mex. State.
New Mexico 40-30.
P P P E G
William 10, Mary 3.
Free Bobby. Free Huey.
Air Froce will act screwey.
Notre Dame 28-6.
Gung Gung Gunga Din
Texas A & M will not sin. Texas
38-9.
' F F FDR
Out of here and in a bar. Yale
44-39;
Sun Sun Sun Yat Sen
Army 20, Navy 10.
Right on.
Vanderbilt is gone. Tennessee
45-9.
'»"
(Manker Photo)
Big Dan Nichols closes in on W * * » Quarterback Pete Pancien,
1) The Senate incorporated the
TCC Judiciary proposal into its
constitution.
2) The Activities committee was
asked to' establish an acceptable
drug advisory council proposal and
to urge its implementation at the
next TCC meeting.
3) The Senate called for an open
hearing on the housing problem,
with Deans Fuller, Salisch and
Graf present.
4) The Senate went on record as
encouraging the implementation of
co-ed floors.
5) An Ad Hoc committee was es-
tablished, with Lenn C. Kupfer-
burg '73 as chairman, to study
the present Senate constitution and
to make proposals concerning de-
ficiencies to the Senate.
6) The treasurer will request mid-
year budget reports from all stu-
dent organizations.
7) The Senate requested Robert
E. Gronquist, assistant professor
of Music, to appear at its next
meeting to explain the disposal of
the glee club's budget.
8) A motion was passed to urge
that the library and Cave extend
their hours of operations.
9) A message of appreciation will
be sent to David W. Steuber and
Charles C. Fenwick, president and
vice-president, respectively of the
previous Senate, for their past ser-
vice.
10) A poll of girls in the South
Campus Dormitories showed 91
opposed to the installation of the
idenicard system, with only 5 in
favor.
11) The Senate will sponsor a
course evaluation as a student ser-
vice.
12) The Senate asked that, sports
facilities be kept open later in ac-
cord with student needs.
13) The constitution of the Students
International Meditation Society
was approved.
14) The next meeting of the Senate
will be at 10:00 p.m. on Monday,
December 1.
Ham and Yeggs
by The Syndicate
The week of the upset. The little
people coming together overcoming
the tired established leaders. Or-
ganization over power, Yale over
Princeton, Brown over Harvard,
Mississippi over Tennessee, and
the people over their leaders. A
week to remember. By the way,
with this being the last week of
the regular season that we will
pick we are at .770 while the big
fella is at .740. We can't lose.
In this issue we are predicting
games for the next two Saturdays
and Thanksgiving Day. Being the
final games they include those
traditional rivalries that make col-
lege football college football.
The Ivy League belongs to Dart-
mouth. A loss would lead to a triple
tie, but this won't happen. Power
to the people, Indians included.
Dartmouth 38, Princeton 12.
In the old favorite, Yale will
destroy Harvard. No team can lose
to Brown and ever think of winning
again. Yale 42, Harvard 7.
Michigan is headed to the Rose
Bowl, but not before Ohio State
shows them who should really be
going. Hun-In-Water promises it
will be many moons before the
Buckeyes see the setting sun. Ohio
State 41, Michigan 29.
Purdue was looking to Roses, but
that was as far as they got. The
Boilermakers meet Indiana in their
final. Hopefully next season, better
Boilers will be made. Purdue 28,
Indiana 17,
Michigan's Rose Bowl opponent
will be decided when UCLA travels
cross-town to meet USC. This
is billed as the season's most im-
portant game. It has to be, as
thousands of people will see the
Trojans surround and withold the
bulging Bruins. USC 27, UCLA 26.
You viewers who tune in on Tur-
key Day are assured of seeing the
nation's second and third ranked
teams clobber their lowly op-
ponents as Texas travels to Texas
A and M, and Arkansas meets
•Texas Tech. The Longhorns will
strike six times in the same place
as the Aggies dig themselves a
hole, Texas 49, Texas A & M 0.
The Razorbacks are just dying
to get to the Cotton Bowl. Texas
Tech is only a stepping stone.
Arkansas 29, Texas Tech 19.
Another traditional contest pits
Auburn against Alabama. At this
point we have several options. We
could say the Tigers will humble
The Bear, The Tide will drown in
its own wake, or The Bear is dead,
The Tigers are king. In any event,
Auburn 37, Alabama 24.
This week is a special one. We
see the Military Industrial Com-
plex decaying from the inside. The
traditional Army-Navy game is a
civil conflict placing brother
against brother, father against son.
This year, however, (George)
Washington's boys will take it.
Army 28, Navy 10.
Finally, in our last regular sea-
son's pick, we of the Syndicate
would like to praise all you people
who have read this far, and pre-
dict that you in the end will pre-
vail. We must, however, also say,
Georgia 32, Georgia Tech 17. Until
later, PEACE, and may your team
always win.
Spencer Knapp, on the wrong end of a bruising tackle.
Woolsey Gives Recital
by John Ehrich
Timothy Woolsey '71, a student
in. the joint musical program be-
tween Trinity and Hartt School of
Music, will play several seldom
performed piano works on Wed-
nesday, December 3 at 8;30 p.m.
in : the Widener Gallery of the
Austin Arts Center.
His program features the last of
Joseph Haydn's piano Sonatas No.
60 in C major. This work, one of
Haydn's largely neglected sonat-
as shows the composer in a parti-
cularly witty ,^nd playful mood.
This will he followed by the in-
trospective Sonata #24 in F# major
of Beethoven. This brief §onata
is one of only a few which Beethoven
wrote in twq movements and though
not as popular as many of his other
works for the piano, is nonetheless
a carefully conceived and tightly
organised work, Woolsey will close
the first half of his program with
two pieces of Chopin, the Nocturne
op. 27, which is considered by
some musicians to be Chopin's
finest work for the piano, and the
•Polonaise in F# minor, a Work
fraught with formidable difficul-
ties for the performer.
The second half of tlie prog-ram
features two. Etudes by the Rus-
sian mystic Alexander Scrlabin.
The music of Sqrlabin (d. 1915)
has only recently begun to be per-
formed again after a forty-year
lapse. The final compositions are
two Preludes and two Etudes Tab-
leaux of Rachmaninoff.
FOR SALE
VW Luggage Rack
and
Tarp
$15 '
Call 278-1781
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Cardinals Nip Trinity In Homecoming Thriller
Upset Bid Dashed
By Late Scores
by Shawn O'Donnell
Trailing by 12 points in the third
quarter, Wesleyanput onitspatent-
ed late game surge to overtake
Trinity and win 21-18. The victory
gave the Cardinals their first un-
beaten season in 21 years. The last
team to beat Don Russell's Middle-
town-based squad was Trinity in
last season's finale. The Bantams
nipped Wesleyan 19-17 in a game
that was quite similar to this year's
clash. The defeat ended Trinity's
three game winning streak against
Wesleyan.
Trinity's vaunted off ense seemed
to regain its power after last week's
35-7 loss to Amherst.Quarterback
and captain Jay Bernardoni, playing
his last game, directed the per-
fectly-balanced attacking unit to a
388 yard performance. The Bird
got 189 yards on passes to junior
Mike James and sophomore
Whitney Cook. Completing 22 of 32
tosses, Bernardoni passed by
Bates' Steve Boyko to become the
New England small college leader
in yards gained by passing. He
succeeds Wesleyan's Pete Pan-
ciera as the regional leader in
that department. Because he is
short, "The Bird" prefers to roll
out when he passes, rather than
throw from a stationary perch, so
that he can see his receivers bet-
ter. Center Bill Belisle and guard
Jon Miller developed into the offen-
sive line's premier blockers. Both
will return next year to protect
George Matava who takes over at
the helm when Bernardoni gradu-
ates.
Wesleyan drew first blood when
fullback Dave Revenaugh scored
from the six on a run in the second
quarter. The extra point attempt
was blocked, leaving the Cardinals-
with a six point advantage. Trinity
came back to score ten points in
that same period on a one yard
touchdown run by Dave Kiarsis and
an extra point and a 28 yard field
goal by Quentin Keith. Once again,
it was the rambunctious Kiarsis
who paced the Bantams' fine rush-
ing corps. He was the team's lead-
ing individual ground gainer for the
second straight year. Seniors Jim
Tully, Web Jones and Rick Har-
vey were the other running backs
who balanced the passing game to
give Trinity a double-threat of-
fense.
Kiarsis' running, and the passing
combination of Bernardoni to Cook
gave the Bantams an 18-6 lead in
the third quarter. Bernardoni fol-
lowed his four yard touchdown pass
to Whitney Cook by running for two
points. At this point, Trinity seem-'
ed to be on the verge of what would
have been a most gratifying upset.
Besides sullying the Cardinal's
perfect record, a victory for Trin-
ity would have meant a winning
season. Unfortunately, Wesleyan
rebounded to score 15 points be-
fore the third quarter was over.
Pesky Frankie Waters, a two-way
player, caught a field goal attempt
that fell short at the goal line and
scampered 70 yards to the Trinity
thirty. Quarterback Panciera hit
Waters with a touchdown pass sev-
eral plays later to narrow the gap
to IB-13. A few minutes later,
fullback Dave Revenaugh scored
• his second touchdown and caught a
pass for two points to give Wes-
leyan a slim three point margin
that held up under a determined
Bantam counterattack in the last
period. Bernardoni led the team
down to the Wesleyan 22 yard line
with less than a minute to play
only to have his last pass fall in-
:
' complete.
Thus, Trinity concludes the sea-
son with 3-4-1 mark, the first
losing season for Coach Don Mil-
ler. Graduation will take some of
the best Bantam players. Defense-
men Dan Nichols, Ed Garofolo
and Peter Meacham will be sorely
missed. The departure of Bernar-
doni, Tully, Jones and Harvey will
leave the offense wtth a major re-
building task.
(Manker Ftioto)
Fleet Dave Kiarsis pulls out behind the blocking of Jim Monahan (73) and Dave Sample (65).
Eight Marks Smashed
Fabulous Frosh Record Banner Year
The Trinity freshmen football
team set eight records eh route
to their 4-1 record this fall. Six
of them were set by split end Rick
Heithoff and halfback Gene "Ice
"Cream" Coney.
Heithoff broke everypass recep-
tion record in the book as he and
quarterback Erich Wolters riddled
enemy defensive secondaries.
Coney, who also doubled suc-
cessfully as a kickoff receiver and
deadly tackier, set two records:
most points scored and most car-
ries in a season.
The two team marks included
most points scored and most total
yardage as the offense matured into
a potent machine. The Bantams
scored 175 points this year to
eclipse the old mark of 171 set
by the 1,967 squad. I l l of those
points were scored in two games
as Trinity tallied 59 points against
Coast Guard and 52 against the pre-
viously formidable defense of Wes-
leyan.
- The total yardage figure of 1990
was about 30.0 more than the '67
team's record output. The FROSH
averaged about 400 yards a game in
total offense.
Rich Heithoff was the big laurel
winner for the Bantams. The swift
split end caught 26 of Wolters'
passes for 517 yards and broke
three records set by Ron Martin.
In '65 Martin had grabbed 18 aer-
ials for 419 yards. Six of Heithoff s
receptions went for touchdowns,
two more TD's than Martin and
Henry Hopkins had managed. Rick's
final mark was four receptions in
a single game. In trying to catch
up to a Springfield team which had
forged an early three touchdown
lead, Woiters went to the elusive
end time and again for huge hunks
of yardage. When the game had
ended Heithoff had garnered 12
passes in the forsh's only losing
cause of the year.
Gene Coney was the workhorse
of the Bantam baekfleld as he car-
ried the record 75 times for 354
yards, or about S yards everytime
he got the ball. Eight tithes Gene
brought the ball into the end zone
for a total of 48 points, more than>
any freshman had ever scored be-
fore. Of these tallies one was an
85 yard kickoff return, one. a 38
yard screen pass and the other six
were on rushes. The longest rush i
was a 61 yarder against Wesleyan,
Although they didn't set records,
there were other stars on Coaches
Chet McPhee and Ed Miller's squad
this year. QB Wolters, a prime con-
tender for the varsity next fall,
completed 44 of 82 passes for a
54 per cent completion average.
Five of Wolters' passes went for
touchdowns.
He led the team In total offense
with 856 yards, 710 of which were
gained through the air.
Bot Coith with 231 yards and
Joe McCabe with 236 were the
team's other leading rushers. John
Meacham had an astounding 11.2
yards a carry average to lead the
team-in this department. Jim Finn
with 6 fumble recoveries and Ray
Perkins with 4 interceptions were
other Bantam leaders.
The freshmen ended their season
as the highest scoring freshman
team in Connecticut, and gave up
the fewest points for teams playing
five or more games. Their closest
competitors were the UConn frosh
offense with 161 points in six games
and defensively, Hartford, who only
relinquished 71 points. Trinity had
only 64 points scored against them.
Coaches Begin
Rebuilding Plans
by Pete Wenfa
With the 1969 football season
finished for only four days, Coach
Don Miller has already begun plan-
ning for the 1970 year.
The Bantams, who finished with
a 3-4-1 slate, could easily have
been 6-2. "We could have son the
Bates, RPI, and Wesleyan games,"
remarked Miller, who closed his
third season as Trinity's head
coach.
The man Miller and Trinity fans
will miss most is quarterback Jay
Bernardoni. Opponents will be glad
to say goodbye to the Ottawa, 111.
quarterback, who led New England
colleges in passing yardage this
year.
Throughout his career at Trinity,
the "Bird" was able to come up
with the big play when he needed
it. A master at making much yard-
age with little time, Bernardoni
utilized the "two minute drill" to
perfection particularly in all the
Wesleyan games and against RPI
this year.
It was not surprising to see
Bernardoni march the Bantams
from one end of the field to the
other near the end of the game
Saturday afternoon. We had seen
him do it so many times in the
past, we expected it again. But
Trinity ran out of time and downs
and Wesleyan had their unbeaten
season.
"Perhaps the best thing about
Bernardoni," stated Miller, "was
that lie was always there. He started
his last five games his sophomore
year, and everyone since then."
Twenty-one straight starts is a
pretty good record for a 5-8 170
pound quarterback In this era of
250 pound offensive linemen.
In addition to the Bird, Miller
must replace players on offense
like Jim Tully, Web Jones and Ric
Harvey. Miller is particularly op-
timistic with regards to the offense,
as Bernardoni was the only senior
in the attack for much of Satur-
day's game.
The running of Jim Graves, Dave
Kiarsis, and perhaps Gene Coney,
who starred on the frosh team
should be able to back up Trinity's
quarterback, whoever he is.
"Right now, the quarterback
position is open," commented Mil-
ler. Prime candidates are junior
George Matava, sophomore Bill
Foster, and frosh signal-caller
Erich Wolters.
' Trinity's quarterback will have
an experienced corps of receiv-
ers, headed by junior Mike James,
who came into his own this season.
Whitney Cook and Spencer Knapp
are also excellent ends.
The offensive line is also very
strong. With Jon Miller, Cliff Cut-
ler and Bill Belisle heading up the
returnees, the Bantams should be in
good shape here.
The defense is, however, a dif-
ferent situation. "Our defense play-
ed its best game of the year against
Wesleyan. They worked well as a
unit," related Miller.
The Trinity coach is most wor-
ried about the secondary, where he
loses experienced players like
Mark Formica, Joe Maryeski, and
Matava if he plays quarterback.
Mike Najarian is the remaining
starter.
However, with the return of Pete
Miller and some of the deep backs
on the frosh team, the Bantams
may be in good shape in this area.
At the linebackiriB spots, the Ban-
tarns will lose Jack Flaherty, a
starter for three years. "The added
experience of juniors Ralph Morini
and Tom Teller should help us
here," Miller said.
(Manker Photo)
SENIOR CAPTAIN Alan Gibby shown here in action recently played in his final contest for Trinity in the
Bants' 4-2 victory over Wesleyan Monday.
30 FINE OLD
WATCHES
FOR SALE
$10~$50
Jarvis 44
